Moving into shape: cell migration during the development and histogenesis of the cerebellum.
The enormous expansion the vertebrate nervous system goes through from its first anlage to its adult shape and organization goes along with extensive rearrangements of its constituent cells and typical cellular migrations, often over long distances, and by convoluted pathways. Here, I try to summarize how the cells that form the cerebellum move and migrate during normal cerebellar histogenesis. The cerebellum is made up of a limited set of clearly distinguishable classes of cells, some of which are also readily accessible by genetic tools. Its structure and development have been the focus of studies dating back to at least Ramon y Cajal which have yielded fundamental insights into basic mechanisms of the development of the nervous. During cerebellar histogenesis, several distinct and well-discernable modes of migration may be recognized, some of which have been studied in considerable morphological and molecular detail. Still, often grace to the detail known, a wealth of open questions remains, and the cerebellar anlage remains a highly accessible and promising paradigm for those interested in nervous system development and cell migration in general. I also point out some of the issues that may warrant consideration when results from technically distinct studies are compared and integrated.